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For last few years, a lot of our vision, plans and tar-
gets were being explicitly made for 2020. After the 
turn of the millennium in 2000, the year 2020 was 
the most awaited. And how it came!

All of us have discussed enough about the pan-
demic, its impact on businesses and what it means 
for technology. Most of the discussions have a few 
common takeaways: it was an extraordinary disrup-
tion, businesses were impacted severely, role of tech-

nology got appreciated better, 
and new winners and losers 
emerged based on their ability 
to handle the change. Details, 
of course, vary. 

Our cover story this time 
captures the entire year in just 
seven aphorisms that you may 
identify with. Unlike other 
years, it did not require one 
to painstakingly go through 
major events, select what are 
the most important and try-
ing to find some trends. The 
overwhelming trend is top of 
mind for all of us. We wanted 
to identify the most important 
manifestations—and how they 
influenced our thinking.

Talking of thinking, beyond 

Like never 
before

F

EDITORIAL

the webinars, WFH, contactless deliveries, OTT 
streaming and digital payments, we have important 
lessons from the pandemic. 

First and foremost, we learnt to live with con-
straints and minimum needs. We realized the differ-
ence between our needs and wants. 

We realized our greatest of planning are no match 
for the fury of nature. The pandemic, now believed 
to be an intentional human creation by many, 
wreaked havoc among the entire mankind. Some of 
the other disasters like extreme weather events and 
climate change in general could be far more danger-
ous. The role of technology is also to effectively help 
in fighting them, not just to make us bigger, faster 
and smarter. 

Once again, it is human intelligence and resilience 
that proved to be far more useful than planning 
based on old knowledge. It is a direct message to us 
that agility of planning is more important than how 
detailed it is. 

Overall, 2020 made us pause, rethink and restart. 
But human tendency is to forget quickly. As we enter 
2021, we listen to the news of COVID vaccines being 
launched. Hopefully, we can leave 2020 behind as a 
memory that taught us many a thing and look for-
ward to better times in 2021 

Once again, it is 
human intelligence 
and resilience that 

proved to be far 
more useful than 

planning based on 
old knowledge. It 

is a direct message 
to us that agility of 

planning is more 
important than how 

detailed it is
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drywalling in less time. The robot 
requires a human supervisor, 
although this human overseer is 
needed only as operator and may not 
be an expert drywaller or roboticist.

For long robots could not be 
deployed at construction sites due 
to the complex environment and 
the nature of work involved. Some 
advancements were made in this 
direction in recent years and some 
innovative robotic help arrived 
for construction sites in the form 
of low-cost laser sensors, cheaper 
robotic arms and grippers, and 
open source software for navigation 
and computer vision. These 
made it possible for construction 
companies to automate and analyze 
construction.

It is expected that more advanced 
machines' entry into construction 
sites will help lessen waste. 
However, this could alter demand 
for labor and that may not be 
good in an already devastated job 
market. The January 2020 IDC 
report forecasting that demand for 

Robot Masons Could Be 
The Next Thing
Armed with sensors and Artificial Intelligence (AI), robots invade construction sites

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on a 
new frontier – it has successfully 
invaded the construction sites. Or 
at least a robot built by a company 
called Canvas using AI is doing 
that. It is dry-walling with almost as 
much skill as a human worker.

Currently the robot has been 
deployed at several construction 
sites in the US. This AI construction 
worker is the size of a kitchen 
stove and navigates its way around 
on its four-wheels. You can see it 
moving around under construction 
buildings carrying laser scanners 
and a robotic arm fitted to a vertical 
platform. When it reaches a room 
that requires its expert finishing 
touch, the robot scans the unfinished 
walls using lidar, then gets down to 
work. It first smoothens the surface 
before applying a near perfect layer 
of drywall compound. It has sensors 
that help it steer away from its 
human co-workers.

For construction companies 
this is good news as robots can 
help companies accomplish more 

“Value-added” – 
It’s weird to imply 

that value has been 
externally added, like 

butter on popcorn. 

What 
CIOs are 
tIred Of 

heArIng... 

around
thetech
Technology

construction robots will grow about 
25% annually through 2023, could 
add to the restlessness in the sector's 
human workers.
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makingheadlines 

gender 
bender 

By The Book 

A little late in the day you may say, but 
“#DELETED: Big Tech's Battle to Erase 
the Trump Movement and Steal the 
Election”published in September 2020 
has implications much beyond the pur-
ported determination of most-powerful 
tech companies in the world to stop 
Donald Trump. For one, it is authored 
by journalist Allum Bokhari who spent 
four years investigating the tech giants 
that dominate the internet: Google, 
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter.  
 The author depends on his network 
of whistleblowers inside Google, Face-
book and other companies who explain 
how the tech giants have appropriated 
some kind of specious moral author-
ity over society as "good censors," to 
control the information people receive 
to "protect" them from "dangerous" 
speech. Secret methods are used by 
these giants to manipulate the informa-
tion that reaches us online and we are 
none the wiser. 

Bokhari’s credentials as an investiga-
tive tech reporter were clinched when 
in 2018 with his "The Google Tape," and 
later "The Good Censor,"Facebook's 
list of so-called "hate agents," and 
YouTube's search blacklists. An easy 
read, this well-researched book is an 
eyeopener and disturbs the reader. Are 
our freedom of speech and democracy 
are at stake? Find out.

This news is sure to gladden the hearts of the tech and scientific research com-
munity. Semantic Scholar, a scientific literature search engine, has harnessed 
recent breakthroughs in natural-language processing to help researchers 
track papers. This AI model summarizes scientific literature to assist research-
ers wade through and identify the latest cutting-edge papers they want to read. 
Semantic Scholar is an AI-powered scientific paper search engine and with the 
new AI model it provides a one-sentence tl;dr (too long; didn’t read) summary 
under every computer science paper (for now) when users use the search func-
tion or go to an author’s page. AI2’s abstractive model uses a transformer—a 
type of neural network architecture first invented in 2017. It was fine-tuned, 
that is, trained further to undertake the specific task of summarization. While 
the task of summarization is not new, this effort is unique for the level of com-
pression it can achieve. 

Now this is not something the gender warriors (aka femi-
nists) would approve of. the gender bias against women 
seems to have been inbuilt in AI. researchers in US and 
europe found that when they fed pictures of congress-
members to google’s cloud image recognition service, 
the service applied three times as many annotations 
related to physical appearance to photos of women as it 
did to men. the top labels applied to men were “official” 
and “businessperson”; for women they were “smile” and 
“chin.” Such discrimination leads to women receiving a 
lower status stereotype, which implies that women are 
meant to look pretty while men are the business leaders. 
the machine vision test was administered to google’s 
AI image service and also Amazon and Microsoft. the AI 
services generally saw similar things to human reviewers 
in the photos, but they tended to notice different things 
about women and men. not only this, the services had a 
tendency not to see women at all, failing to detect them 
more often than they failed to see men!!! 
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AuTonomous

In September the news that a German hospital patient died while 
ransomware disrupted emergency care at the facility had the world 
in knots. Police too launched a negligent-homicide investigation 
saying they may hold the hackers responsible for the death. How-
ever, months of investigation revealed that the patient was in poor 
health and she was likely to have died anyway, and that the cyberat-
tack was not responsible. But despite the police dropping the claim 
that hackers were responsible for the patient’s death, the investiga-
tions are still on by German law enforcement. Many cybersecurity 
experts also believe that it’s only a matter of time before a cyberat-
tack against hospitals could actually lead to such a tragedy and loss 
of human lives. This doesn’t seem so far-fetched an idea given that 
in October, a wave of ransomware attacks hit American hospitals 
just as coronavirus cases started spiking. While no one died, the 
hackers involved did make money. This only shows that incentives 
exist for more attacks especially as the pandemic continues. 

ViTAl 
sTATisTics 

5G to 
DisrupT 
AuTo 
iNDusTry 
The Most

Share of IT executives who think the following industries 
will be strongly disrupted by 5G

145 global It executives surveyed May 2019. 
Multiple answers possible  

Source: BPI; Statista

Automotive
Cloud Services
Manufacturing

Retail
Logistics & Transportation

Online Gaming & Video
Healthcare

Energy
Financial Services

Government
Agriculture

Others

70%
57%

35%
26%
26%

24%
20%

13%
11%

9%
2%
2%
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if you are into watching sci-fi series, 
you must have surely caught 'West-
world' on HBO – with a 3D printer 
churning out humanoid robots, deli-
cately assembling the incredible com-
plexities of the human form for these 
robots. It is almost reel to real then that 
recently researchers made a scientific 
leap toward making 3D-printed flesh 
and blood a reality.

A team of scientists has repurposed a 
low-cost 3D printer into one capable of 
turning an MRI scan of a human heart 
into a deformable full-size analog you 
can actually hold in your hand. And 

Now A squishy 3D-printed 
Human Heart That Could 
revolutionize Heart surgery

if you are so inclined, squeeze it to feel 
the real thing or slice it open to see the 
chambers and much else if you are 
medical student or a doctor. The idea 
behind this research is to better equip 
surgeons to perform intricate surgery 
by allowing them to practice on a 
patient’s heart before an operation. 

This is a breakthrough that could 
lead to fully-functioning 3D-printed 
hearts, and for medical device develop-
ers it would mean they can test their 
wares on this unprecedented platform.

The researchers have called their 
technique the Freeform Reversible 

Embedding of Suspended Hydrogels, or 
FRESH. A scan of a real heart is used to 
translate the data into something a 3D 
printer can read. The printer churns out 
alginate—a squishy material derived 
from seaweed—that the researchers 
chose both for its low cost and likeness 
to the material properties of human 
heart tissue. It then extrudes the ersatz 
heart into a container of support gel, 
specifically gelatin.

To extract the heart, the researchers 
raise the bath to body temperature, 
melting away the support gel and leav-
ing behind the 3D-printed structure.
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It was 2017. CIO&Leader Annual Conference was being held in Udaipur 
that year. It was themed Agenda 2020. Participating CIOs worked in 
groups to prepare the enterprise IT agenda for 2020, which we were to 
convert into a book (for the record, we did). 

“Why are all plans—from CIOs’ to business organizations’ to govern-
ments’—being designed for 2020? As if time would stop; and restart in 
2020,” quipped a participating CIO from a large manufacturing company, 
while having a friendly banter with other CIOs during the cocktail. All in the 
conversation—this writer included—had a hearty laugh. 

After three years, the joke is on all of us.
Who knew, 2020 would actually make us stop everything. And then 

restart them—very, very differently. 
That is 2020. The year life changed. The year the world changed. 

Looking back
It is not unusual for publications like ours to do year-ender stories, trying 
to sound analytical, differentiated and even philosophical. This year was 
too dramatic for all that. 

None—and no exaggeration here—would have imagined, just 10 months 
back, what our lives would go through; what the world would go through. 
And even in hindsight, it is difficult to say for sure how exactly it has 
changed us, because it isn’t over yet. As they say in India, "picture abhi 
baki hai mere dost". We still haven’t got the picture.  

Of course, the year was the year of the pandemic. Or so, we hope. Year 
2021 would ‘hopefully’ be much better. But that is a story for another day.

The pandemic changed everything—the kind of impact it had on our 
lives, on economy, on businesses, on technology, and on technology’s role 
in everything else.

We would try not to be too analytical about the past, nor to be too pro-
phetic about the future—not even the immediate future. Instead, we will try 
to tell you the story through seven aphorisms about the year.

We will succeed in what we want to tell you if you identify with them, 
rather than get impressed by them—what we would have otherwise 
wished and hoped for, in any other time. 

So, here we go.
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And then 
came the real 
disruption…
In the last few years, ‘disruption’, with 
prefixes like business, technology, digi-
tal, consumer, and sometimes in its 
adjective form ‘disruptive’ have domi-
nated business and technology lingo. 
Few business strategy outlook presen-
tations are complete without referring 
to some ‘disruptive’ force or agent 
or planning for some kind of ‘disrup-
tion’. A simple search for book titles 
on Amazon would give you more than 
100 books with disruption in its title—
with a vast majority of them being 
about business and/or technology. 
Google Ngram viewer—which depicts 
the number of times terms occurred 
in books digitized by Google—shows 
‘digital disruption’, as a phrase grow-
ing more than 15 times in its occur-
rences in books.

Most of these ‘disruptions’ that 
people referred to—and tackling of 
which became the Holy Grail of all busi-
ness executives—are often nothing 
other than shifts in market conditions, 
newer business models, an innova-
tive application of technology or a 
major change in policy. So, entry of 
the app-based hotel and taxi aggrega-
tors was a disruption; demonetization 
was a disruption; and a player in one 
market segment leveraging its strength 
to enter another segment was a disrup-
tion, according to that definition. 

And then came the real disruption. 
The Great Disruption of 2020. All that 
we had learnt, all that we had been 
coached for, all that we had prepared 
for, suddenly seemed very inadequate, 
not the least because of the over-
whelming nature of the disruption. 
It was not one thing that was being 
disrupted. Our lives were getting dis-
rupted from all sides. And we were 
struggling to somehow manage. All 
the preparations and the insights were 
of little use. 

Just two things helped us: human 
resilience that we as a species have 
acquired over millions of years while 
struggling to survive—and some tech-
nology that we had invented, but used 
for solving out well-known problems, 
which now got exploited in a much 
more diverse and prolific manner to 
tackle the situation. 

It was like no other disruption that 
we had seen or even heard about.  

‘Thank God 
we had cloud’

The evolution of cloud 
story in business organizations 

has been fascinating. What started 
with trying to bypass the central IT on 
one hand (SaaS) and capex to opex 
on the other, to impress CFOs is today 
the most important technology model 
for organizations, for the scalability, 
flexibility (the euphemism for two-way 
scalability till recently), manageability, 
ability to be on the forefront of tech-
nology at all time, and a whole lot of 
new advantages such as availability of 
APIs and yes, security—the very factor, 
considered in early days as a disad-
vantage of cloud.

While practical reasons—read logis-
tics, ‘investment protection’ and iner-
tia—may have deterred many for going 
to cloud whole-heartedly, its utility and 
TINA factor today is well acknowl-
edged. 
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The pandemic 
brought out a whole 
new use case for 
cloud-business conti-
nuity. With everything on 
cloud, and often fairly 
securely accessible 
through the public 
internet, many orga-
nizations relied on 
cloud to quickly 
create a work 
from home 
setup, in 
days. 
And 
we are 
not just 
talking of 
organizations 
that are high on 
IT maturity and 
are used to remote 
working. Almost all 
organizations, whatever 
their business is and how-
ever mature their IT setup was, 
took to remote working—and 
fairly easily. 

Many organizations who used to 
find reasons not to have cloud are now 
fully converts. 

‘Not for our 
business’….
unless of 
course,  
forced to
In the roundtable discussions that we 
have organized in the last 4-5 months, 
one most common comment that is 
echoed by all CIOs is how difficult it 
was to convince their top manage-
ment and peers to go for digitization 
before the pandemic. In two months, 
that changed completely. 

This happened because of three 
reasons. 

First and foremost, there was no 
other alternative. Adapt or stop. And 
stopping for months, even days, was 
not an option, especially when tools 
were readily available. Many of these 
industries like logistics, pharma, 
healthcare, and airlines were lifelines 
of economy. Earlier, it was a question 
of choosing between the promised 
‘speed’, ‘efficiency’, ‘customer experi-
ence’ and many more things on one 
hand and ‘trust’, ‘reliability’, ‘security’ 
(read ‘comfort with the existing’) on 
the other. The pandemic turned that 

to a question of survival. Of course, 
survival won.

Second, to be fair to them, all the 
good things (as in speed, agility and 
efficiency) were ‘promises’. Once 
forced to adapt, they saw it in action. 
Seeing is believing. 

Finally, it is a cheer for the technol-
ogy community, especially the enter-
prise technology managers. It was 
a real disruption that few had envis-
aged and planned for. Yet, it is to the 
credit of our technology managers 
that they not only saved the day, but 
also managed to show (maybe, they 
themselves learnt) how digitization 
achieved even better results than  
what they had promised. So, unwit-
tingly, they ‘did not let the opportunity 
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keted by a few vendors, actually took 
off in a big way.

Probably, for some foreseeable time, 
for a majority, going to work is “not 
going to work”, even as some cities 
and areas keep playing hide and seek 
with the pandemic.

Business 
continuity 
turned on  
its head
Business continuity is a phrase that 
has ruled in the last two decades. 
While the concept could be wider, 
technology vendors and enterprise 
technology managers have made the 
maximum use of the phrase.

Organizations have spent crores and 
have attained levels of certification to 
ensure business continuity and disas-
ter recovery. But all these efforts have 
been aimed at achieving two objec-
tives: ensuring that the infrastructure 
does not go down and ensuring that 
the data is protected. Many have even 
achieved considerable success in 
ensuring these two. 

But when the disruptions in 2020 
came, all these precautions and 
arrangements came to naught. There 
was no flood, earthquake or cyclone 
to protect the data center from. There 
was no power failure to ride on the 
power backup. There was no security 
incident from which infrastructure and 
data had to be protected. All these 
were hale and hearty.

Yet, there was threat of business 
discontinuity looming large, because 
it was people, the most important 
asset of an organization, who were 
impacted. They could not move. They 
were more than willing to work. The 
challenge lay in allowing them to 
work—from wherever they were, with 
no inconvenience to them, no loss of 
productivity and with no major security 
issues. 

go’ to ‘demonstrate’ what digitization 
could do—and do better. And how  
convincingly!

It is clear now that no business can 
say it is ‘not for us’. At least, there is 
a paradigm shift in belief. The joke of 
COVID-19 being the bigger driver of 
digital transformation than the CIO is 
something not entirely untrue. And the 
CIO is only too happy and willing to 
concede the defeat!

Going  
‘to work’ is 
not ‘going  
to’ work
Just as mobile phones made people 
connect with other people directly, 
instead of being tied to a place, one of 
the biggest shifts—arguably the big-
gest—that this disruption brought was 
dissociating the work from the work-
place. 

There were many industries where 
work from home was an alien concept. 
Some of them had even resisted shift-
ing to work from home, preferring, 
instead to grant leave to employees 
for a ‘few’ days. They had to quickly 
change track after it was predicted 
that there was no end in sight for the 
pandemic. That end is still elusive after 
eight months. Work from home saved 
the businesses. It saved our economy.

In many other industries, where 
remote working was not an alien con-
cept as travel was the norm, still found 
work from home not as comforting 
earlier. For some managers, work from 
home was a euphemism for taking an 
off unofficially—even though the orga-
nizations allowed it.

The pandemic made work win 
against workplace. Going ‘to work’ was 
no more ‘going to work’. 

Technology did its bit. Securing the 
workplace became the buzzword. 
Future Workplace, a concept that had 
started sometime back, actively mar-

How business continuity was 
achieved is nothing short of a war 
story. It proved once again that the 
human intelligence and resilience, with 
the broader set of tools available, is far 
more effective than the fixed detailed 
planning. This does not negate the 
need of planning. All it makes us 
rethink is that no plan is foolproof, as 
no one is wise enough. Good set of 
talent, agility to respond and the right 
technology tools in general may be far 
more effective than fixed plans.

You are as 
strong as 
your weakest 
digital link
While work from home may have been 
the most visible response to the dis-
ruption brought by the pandemic, by 
no means, it was the only one. Plant 
workers could not work from home. 
Transporters could not work from 
home. Despite so much rise in the 
movement of bits, movement of atoms 
(to borrow a Negroponte phrase) is 
inevitable. Supply chain had to run 
effectively to ensure that essential 
goods moved.  

And there was the problem. In many 
organizations, especially those deal-
ing with a lot of movement of physical 
goods, had digitized only parts of their 
supply chain. While that still helped 
them by making those sub-processes 

Some terms that became 
daily vocabulary:
 WFH
 Webinar
 Zoom
 New Normal
 Online Class
 Contactless
 VPN, VDI and all that
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more efficient, in a situation like this, it 
was not the efficiency but the running 
of it that was in doubt.

Take the example of one common 
process that was still manual in many 
organizations: approvals. Some of 
the approvals still happened through 
paper in many organizations. The 
new situation created two challenges. 
The bigger challenge was that those 
authorized to approve were not physi-
cally available. Another issue was also 
the safety of people, when a piece of 
paper changed hands. 

As a result, many processes were 
halted. Some managed to allow and 
implement digitization almost over-
night. Some others struggled for quite 
some time.  

Don’t touch. 
Contactless 
now has a 
whole new 
meaning
Last but not the least, the pandemic 
created a unique situation, where 

touching something or someone 
became risky. And it did impact a lot 
of aspect of business. From approval 
to payment to handling logistics ship-
ments, to even checking into the office 
or plants. All these require solutions 
that needed to work without contact. 

Thankfully, technology was available. 
People had not just thought about the 
applications. Even if they did, they had 
not felt the need for it. 

Contactless, which was a pay-
ment industry terminology, suddenly 
became ubiquitous. Hotels now give 
you contactless menu which you can 
get by scanning a QR code through 
your phone. Your mobile phone can 
allow you to check into an office or 
operate a lift. This is still in the evolu-
tion phase. Going forward, we are likely 

to see far greater application of con-
tactless technology—from QR code to 
Bluetooth to IoT. 

Call it Life 4.0.

Onto 2021
Even as we are at the end of 2020, 
there is no visibility related to the 
end of the pandemic. As pundits tell 
us—and all of us realize through our 
common sense—even if the pandemic 
situation improves, there are some 
changes that will stay with us. 

But we still do not know what the 
new balance will be, as they say, the 
New Normal. What we know for sure is 
that 2020 has given us that New Nor-
mal, whatever it is.

That makes it a year like no other. At 
least not in the lifetime of most of us 
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In a recent article, this columnist wrote about how COVD-19 has 
changed the speed of adoption of mature technologies that existed 
in niche industries. Here we will talk about how COVID-19 is push-
ing the refinement of some new technologies. And no, we are not 
talking about Artificial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain, Video Con-
ferencing, etc. And no, these are not a soothsayer with his crystal 
ball. Each of these have the following features (i) long after the pan-
demic is gone, they will continue to be used for WFH and in offices; 
(ii) almost every major technology (and social media) company 
is investing billions in making them better; (iii) there are already 
early adopters in the business world who are seeing success; and 
growth of this adoption has exploded in 2020. 

Perhaps the most amazing of these is ‘Gaming’. It has already 
been used successfully (and commercially) in search, shopping, 
social events, live events, etc. There is also at least one documented 
case of a real-life wedding happening inside/through a game! 
Everyone is excited about this technology because it will potential-
ly change how people interact with each other; just like the mobile. 
This is, therefore, another paradigm shift for enterprises and their 
IT departments.

I
 The author managed large 

IT organizations for global 
players like MasterCard and 
Reliance, as well as lean IT 
organizations for startups, 
with experience in financial 
and retail technologies 

By Akash Jain

SIlly PoInt

CoVID-19 
And Changing 
World 
through 
Emerging 
technologies
COVID-19 is pushing the refinement 
of some new technologies, such as 
gaming, e-sports, AR/VR and Generative 
Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3)
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‘E-sports’ is the next emerging and 
rapidly exploding technology. Its appli-
cation in business is being seen as more 
limited than ‘gaming’, but the poten-
tial is huge for businesses that focus 
on streaming, online retail sales, and 
financial services (since a large part of 
this technology and sector is gambling).

‘Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual 
Reality (VR)’ have been talked about 
for many years and everyone seems 
to know these are coming. But the 
last few months have seen explosive 
growth and adoption, including for 
office work. While VR is expensive 
(and still clumsy to handle), it will 
grow in niche business areas (an 
example being virtual 3D meetings 
instead of 2D internet screens or 
expensive roomful of equipment). AR, 
on the other hand, is a different story. 
While it has already been successfully 
used by many businesses, its impend-

While adopting new technologies, IT leaders need to be aware of two 
key issues: connectivity and data privacy

ing migration to high quality mobile 
apps will make it suitable for enter-
prise applications where content has 
to overlay real life. Add to this integra-
tion of the two worlds, the comforts of 
form factor, of eye fatigue, of familiar-
ity with mobiles, of battery life, and of 
display quality.

The last one we want to talk about is 
‘Generative Pre-trained Transformer 
3 (GPT-3)’. It is next-gen AI. In simple 
terms, it can create content in human 
or machine language. And, it does 
so while replicating the style, gram-
mar, etc. of the user. Created by Elon 
Musk’s OpenAI, it can write anything, 
including a poem. In reality, it can 
write prose or summaries, translate 
documents, take memos, answer ques-
tions, and develop software. In one 
demo, it reportedly created a duplicate 
copy of Instagram. In technical terms, 
it is a language prediction model that 

uses semantic analysis. And it has 
been fed huge amounts of data includ-
ing all of Wikipedia, and all the great 
books and journals. The business uses 
can be huge: from software to bro-
chures to posters to policy manuals, 
etc. This is expected to get in public 
domain in not so far a future.

We will end this column by pointing 
out that issues remain with all of the 
above: (i) connectivity; (ii) data pri-
vacy. These will need to be addressed 
(and are being done aggressively). The 
connectivity might be helped by 5G. 
And the latter is now a problem that 
consumers, businesses and regulators 
are acutely aware of it (given some 
mishaps in the past); so these will be 
built in the core technology platforms. 
A step in this direction is the potential 
of elimination of cookies by 2022, to be 
replaced by a more secure and private 
tool with better user control 
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The Critical Need 
For Increased 
Agility In Business
Defenders need to elevate agility beyond a design principle 
and make it a true end goal, whereby agility is woven into every 
corner of their security fabric
By Rajesh Maurya

INsIghT
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Recent events have forced CISOs 
across all industries to rethink and 
refine their business continuity plans. 
Not only did the pandemic force orga-
nizations to transform their networks 
to accommodate moving their tradi-
tional workforce to work from home 
(WFH) status, it also forced cybercrim-
inals to adjust their tactics as well.

In the months since the pandemic 
began, security researchers have  
documented a dramatic switch in  
both focus and tactics on the part of 
cybercriminals. IPS sensors, for  
example, reported a dramatic drop  
in malicious activity aimed at tradi-
tional network devices. And at the 
same time, there has been a corre-
sponding spike in attacks targeting 
remote workers through attacks target-
ing email systems, work devices, and 
home networks.

No Plan Survives First 
Contact with the Enemy
All of this happened when IT teams 
were scrambling to ensure that 
remote workers had access to critical 
resources. Exponentially expanding 
support for VPN connections was 
only part of the overnight battle. In the 
ensuing activity, some basic security 
controls – such as ensuring that end-
user devices were secured, connections 
were encrypted, and encrypted traffic 
was inspected — fell by the wayside 
for some. Even highly prepared orga-
nizations found that essential security 
functions were either not in place, 
could not scale adequately, or did not 
perform as expected.

As a former heavyweight boxing 
champion once famously said,  
"Everyone has a plan until they get 
punched in the mouth." This  
sentiment succinctly describes the past 
several months, and there is an impor-
tant lesson there for CISOs for the next 

phase of designing business continuity 
plans. And that is the need to insert 
agility into the traditional security 
trinity of Confidentiality, Integrity,  
and Availability.

In addition to building systems and 
strategies designed to keep things 
private, detect and prevent changes 
to systems, and ensure networks and 
devices perform at the required level 
of service, those systems also need to 
be able to quickly and automatically 
adapt to change.

Cybercriminals 
Understand the Need  
for Agility
The cybercriminal community has 
already embraced agility as critical to 
their operations, moving as fast  
as the news does. Plus, as the technol-
ogy used to track them has improved 
over time, it has forced cyber attackers 
to adapt and switch tactics faster  
than before. The most effective cyber-
criminals run exceptionally agile 
operations.

Literally within hours of the pan-
demic's first impact, the Dark Web  
was filled with bogus offers for medi-
cal equipment and medicines, and new 
attacks, such as ransomware-as-a- 
service offerings, that could be easily 
coupled with phishing campaigns. 
There was also a spike in the preva-
lence of older exploits targeting con-
sumer-grade networking gear,  
gaming devices, and entertainment 
systems connected to remote workers' 
home networks.

This tactic was successful. 60% of 
organizations revealed an increase in 
cybersecurity breach attempts follow-
ing their transition to telework, and 
34% reported actual network breaches. 
Attackers also rely on agility to quickly 
exploit new unpatched vulnerabilities, 
'live off the land' after a successful 
breachand evade detection.

Three Areas to Augment 
with Agility
In response, defenders need to elevate 

agility beyond a design principle and 
make it a true end goal, whereby agil-
ity is woven into every corner of their 
security fabric.

Following are three areas where agil-
ity needs to be aggressively developed 
and integrated into the broader secu-
rity strategy:

1. Network Access Agility
BYOD, mobility, and IoT have changed 
the game in terms of network access 
– and, as trends, will defeat any CISO 
who doesn’t have agile network access 
controls, device visibility, and manage-
ment solutions in place. Long before 
the pandemic, an astounding 60% of 
employees used their personal devices 
for work purposes. That number has 
not only risen dramatically since the 
recent transition to a remote work-
force, but those devices are also access-
ing more critical data and resources 
than ever before. Even more alarming, 
but not surprising, is that more than 
80% of employees admitted to using 
unsanctioned web apps for work.

Microsoft’s prediction that 25% of 
all attacks will target IoT devices this 
year is now looking to have been a low 
estimate, given the spike in detected 
botnets – especially the recent growth 
in the use of older botnet malware, 
including Mirai and Gh0st. Mirai, first 
seen in 2016, had moved back into first 
place among global botnet use by early 
May, suggesting cybercriminals sought 
to gain a foothold in enterprise net-
works by exploiting unpatched devices 
in home networks. Coming in second 
was Gh0st, a malware-botnet fam-
ily originally from 2014, which also 
targeted WFH users and applications. 
Gh0st is a remote access botnet that 
allows an attacker to take full control 
of an infected system, log keystrokes, 
hijack live webcam and microphone 
feeds, download and upload files, and 
engage in other nefarious activities. 

Flexible cybersecurity architecture 
helps organizations to not only deploy 
appropriate controls but also auto-
matically keep them updated as new 
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device types are introduced continu-
ously, regardless of whether or not 
they've been seen before. And new 
technologies like SASE enable users to 
connect from their new “home office” 
in the kitchen, basement, or spare 
room using any device, through any 
means, to anywhere, securely.

2. Multi-Cloud Agility
The cloud's original appeal was that  
it would be a cheaper place to host  
data and network infrastructure. But 
its foremost attribute has turned out  
to be flexibility. An effective multi-
cloud strategy enables the fast estab-
lishment of – and changes to – data 
stewardship and infrastructure. CISOs 
can likewise leverage the cloud to 
enhance the availability and surviv-
ability of their networks. They can do 
so by agilely acquiring or dropping 
cloud security services and capacity in 
response to, or even in anticipation of, 
operational needs.

This requires a combination of hard-
ware and virtual-based firewall and 
other security capabilities that can 
be agilely deployed, configured, and 

centrally managed. It also needs to be 
coupled with secure means to reach 
cloud-based resources (e.g., through 
SD-WAN). This not only enables 
remote workers to access critical appli-
cations and services but also becomes 
the conduit whereby cloud and on-
prem security systems can dynami-
cally complement one another.

3. Cryptographic Agility
Today, all Internet security – espe-
cially in WFH environments – is 
utterly dependent on cryptography 
for authentication, confidentiality, 
and integrity. If an adversary can 
compromise your cryptography, they 
completely own your company's data 
and infrastructure. But that's not all. 
Cybercriminals are also leveraging 
encrypted tunnels to move malware 
into and data out of corporate net-
works. They are counting on the fact 
that companies do not have adequate 
horsepower built into their edge secu-
rity to inspect encrypted traffic.

Addressing these challenges requires 
two strategies. The first is to establish 
crypto agility. The good news is that 

strong cryptographic algorithms, cor-
rectly implemented and configured, 
are unbreakable. But with the stakes so 
high, organizations need the ability to 
change to a new cryptographic key and 
algorithm if an existing one is compro-
mised. CISOs need to ensure that their 
equipment is ‘crypto agile’ so they can 
move from asymmetric algorithms to 
quantum-resistant algorithms.

The second is scalable performance 
for edge security devices. The security 
tools tasked with decrypting  
and inspecting traffic are notoriously 
underpowered. This became  
a critical issue during the transition 
to WFH, leaving critical traffic either 
unencrypted or uninspected. Secu-
rity devices need to be powered by 
purpose-built processors that enable 
massive scalability of services  
without compromising performance 
or user experience.

Expanding Agility to Your 
Entire Security Strategy
Moving to an agility-centric strategy 
for business continuity planning  
complements and completes the  
traditional CIA security hierarchy, 
enabling a CISO to leverage additional 
capabilities based on agility. For exam-
ple, deception technologies can change 
security configurations to become less 
predictable. ML (machine learning) 
and AI-based tools can similarly  
leverage speed and data correlation to 
out-manoeuvre an adversary whose 
attack strategy relies on “land and 
expand” techniques.

Conventional wisdom says that suc-
cess is the result of combining oppor-
tunity with preparation. An agile 
cybersecurity foundation embraces 
that approach. By acknowledging and 
addressing the unpredictable nature 
of defending dynamic systems, orga-
nizations can withstand the inevitable 
cyber equivalent of ‘getting punched in 
the mouth.’ 

—The author is Regional Vice President, 
India & SAARC, Fortinet

CISOs need to ensure that their equipment is 
‘crypto agile’
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hybrid Cloud 
Application Delivery 
In Financial services

How are financial services firms addressing the requirements of 
digital transformation, security, and compliance?
By Sanjai Gangadharan
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The financial services sector is experiencing signifi-
cant commercial disruption coupled with rapid inno-
vation as established institutions strive to become 
more agile and meet evolving customer demand. As a 
result, financial services organizations are undergo-
ing rapid digital transformation to meet changing 
customer needs and preferences, and to compete 
with a new generation of digital-native competitors. 
Hybrid cloud environments play a key role in this 
strategy, allowing greater speed, flexibility, and vis-
ibility over application delivery than on-premises 
data centers while also reducing costs.

But the move to hybrid cloud introduces new chal-
lenges as well. So, as financial services organizations 
plot their strategy for transformation, firms must 
make critical technical decisions about the clouds 
and form factors best suited to host their hybrid 
environment. They also need to consider how they 
will secure web applications against evolving threats 
such as ransomware, data theft, and DDoS attacks 
through measures such as DDoS protection and 
using a Zero Trust model. At the same time, they 
must also maintain regulatory compliance, gover-
nance, and auditability across complex, fast-evolving 
infrastructures.

To understand more about these challenges, a sur-
vey was conducted recently with Gatepoint Research 
involving senior decision-makers to gain insight into 
the current state of financial services technology and 
the future direction for organizations in this sector. 
Here are some of the key findings:

Today’s Financial Services 
Technology Landscape
Although financial services businesses are making  
a steady move to the cloud for application delivery, 
on-premises data centers continue to play an impor-
tant role.

While adoption of public cloud infrastructure is 
strong, with almost half of those surveyed hosting 
applications primarily in the cloud, most respon-
dents (58%) continue to rely primarily on their pri-

vate on-premises data center for application delivery. 
35% of organizations described their environment 
as a hybrid cloud, though with an emphasis on their 
own private data center. This shows that even as 
transformation continues, the traditional data center 
remains prominent in the technology strategy of 
financial services organizations.

That said, the balance between on-premises and 
cloud infrastructure may well shift soon. When 
respondents were asked about their plans for the 
coming year, 57% of decision-makers reported that 
they intend to move more applications to the cloud.

Ransomware and PII Lead  
Security Concerns
Today, financial services organizations face a broad 
spectrum of security threats, including many being 
targeted at sensitive customer data. The survey high-
lighted organizations’ biggest security concerns or 
consequences were ransomware (57%); personally 
identifiable information (PII) data theft (55%); and 
phishing or fake sites (49%).

While threats to customers and their data are  
seen as the highest risk, dangers to the company’s 
brand image and reputation were not far behind. 
38% of leaders cited concerns about hacking and 
cyber defacement, tied with brand damage and loss 
of confidence. Nearly as many (37%) were concerned 
about DDoS attacks, which can undermine a firm’s 
perception among customers through impaired ser-
vice quality and customer experience. Meanwhile, 
insider attacks remain an issue, named by 28% of 
respondents, if not quite at the same level as most 
external threats.

To address the changing security landscape, many 
organizations have started initiatives around the 
Zero Trust model, in which traditional concepts of 
secured zones, perimeters, and network segments are 
updated with a new understanding that a threat can 
come from anywhere or anyone inside or outside the 
organization. As of June 2020, 41% of respondents 

T

Many organizations have 
started initiatives around 
the Zero Trust model, in 
which traditional concepts of 
secured zones, perimeters, and 
network segments are updated 
with a new understanding... 
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had already established a timeline for their Zero 
Trust model initiative with 15% having projects cur-
rently underway. Still, nearly two-thirds have no cur-
rent plans or initiatives around the Zero Trust model.

Moving to Improve Flexibility, 
Agility, Scalability and Security
Technologies and strategies planned for the coming 
year reflect a key focus on the competitive require-
ments of fast-paced digital markets. The top-two ini-
tiatives included moving from hardware appliances 
to more flexible software form factors and deploying 
hybrid cloud automation, management, and analyt-
ics to increase operational efficiency.

With DDoS attacks a prime concern, 29% of respon-
dents planned to deploy or replace an existing web 
application firewall (WAF) or DDoS protection solu-
tion. Surprisingly, even several years after the intro-
duction of modern Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) 
and Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) encryption 
standards for enhanced security, 29% of organiza-
tions are only now working to upgrade their Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) capabilities to support 
these technologies.

Even as cloud adoption continues to be strong, 5% 
of decision makers intend to repatriate applications 
from private cloud environments to their private data 
center. While not a high number, this is not entirely 
insignificant. Given the diversity of form factors, 
architectures, and deployment methods to choose 
from, it is important to make sure that the approach 
fits the organization’s needs before proceeding.

Addressing the Requirements of 
Hybrid Cloud and Rising Demand
Moving forward, decision-makers view capabilities 
related to risk as especially important for their finan-
cial platforms. When it comes to the most important 
capabilities for financial platforms running in hybrid 
cloud environments, regulatory compliance, compre-
hensive application security and redundancy/disas-
ter recovery are top must-haves.

In addition to the importance placed on redundan-
cy/disaster recovery, many respondents (43%) named 
centralized management and analytics as important 
capabilities. Along with elastic scale for variable/
seasonal demands (25%), this shows recognition of 
the requirements to provide effective service through 
redundancy, scalability, and a sound infrastructure.

Compared with risk-related and operational  
priorities, cost saw considerably less emphasis in  
the survey. While 28% of respondents placed impor-
tance on automation for operational efficiency and 

reduced costs, just 18% prioritized flexible licensing 
and pricing.

Desired Benefits from New 
Technology Investments
As they plan new technology investments, decision-
makers are motivated foremost by risk reduction—
far outpacing business factors, such as revenue, cus-
tomer experience, and competitive advantage.

By a large majority, security was the most likely 
benefit to spur funding for new technology. Opera-
tional considerations followed, including operational 
improvements (65%) and cost savings (63%). Regula-
tory compliance, emphasized earlier in the survey 
as a priority for a hybrid cloud requirement, was not 
necessarily top-of-mind in the technology funding 
stage—but still of high importance (57%). Revenue 
generation was named as a highly important benefit 
by only 35%, followed by customer satisfaction at 
32%. Even in an industry undergoing rapid digital 
transformation, just 32% of decision-makers cited 
business advantage from new technology as a prime 
factor—and only 17% were moved by the ability to 
accelerate development speed.

The results of the survey offer a snapshot of an 
industry in transition, as decision-makers seek to 
keep control over security and compliance and main-
tain operational consistency, as they look to tap into 
the agility and scalability of the cloud. It is clear that, 
while security is important for digital transformation 
initiatives, application delivery and managing multi-
cloud environments are of equal importance.  Above 
all financial services organizations must maintain 
their good reputation and ensure customer trust. 
Firms must demonstrate that they are protecting 
customer assets, providing an ultra-reliable service, 
working with trustworthy partners and reducing 
risk to the business 

—The author is Regional Director - SAARC, A10 Networks

Even as cloud adoption 
continues to be strong, 5% 
of decision makers intend to 
repatriate applications from 
private cloud environments to 
their private data center...this 
is not entirely insignificant
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The Modern 
Architect: 
Accelerating 
And shaping The 
Financial services 
Transformation 
Agenda During 
Times Of Change
Whether their focus is enterprise-wide, solutions-oriented, 
strategic or technical, the role of the architect in modern delivery 
projects is to thrive in the face of change, whether incremental 
or more abrupt
By Corneliu Rimboiu
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COVID has forced us to adjust funda-
mental aspects of our lives with little 
warning and against a background 
of anxiety and uncertainty. However, 
while they test us, such dislocative 
events can also foster innovation and 
unlock opportunities.

Whether their focus is enterprise-
wide, solutions-oriented, strategic or 
technical, the role of the architect in 
modern delivery projects is to thrive 
in the face of change, whether incre-
mental or more abrupt. Modern archi-
tectures, design thinking, and ways 
of working are key success factors for 
each and any digital transformation 
journey. Modern architecture is about 
enabling your IT landscape to evolve 
iteratively, managing change holisti-
cally, and stimulating innovation.

The impact of remote working on 
the modern architect has been far 
greater than merely redefining the 
ways that language, messaging, dia-
grams, and concepts are packaged 
and communicated. Agile has already 
forced that transformation to happen. 
‘Just-in-time’ architecture, cultivated 
by new ways of working, has already 
been adopted by our architects and 
continues to be embraced. Their role as 
facilitator and influencer has already 
evolved. Now it is time for soft skills to 
be redefined.

How can architects 
prepare for future 
changes?

  Get cloud architecture right: The 
pandemic has (once again) highlight-
ed the importance of a diligent and 
careful approach when architecting 
for cloud-based systems. It is prefer-

able to embrace a host of models, 
patterns, and services rather than 
focusing solely on the public cloud. A 
highly scalable, dynamic, and exten-
sible architecture – largely based on 
the same principles, no matter if ‘on-
prem’, hybrid, or using its public ver-
sion –is ideal. At CAPCO, we advo-
cate laying down patterned code that 
is agnostic of infrastructure topology. 
Well-defined interfaces and standard 
protocols, complemented with a com-
prehensive DevOps pipeline, will 
allow a quick and reliable response  
to change.

 Modernize applications: When 
it comes to ‘demonolithing’ legacy 
applications (such as a traditional 
client/server), an architect not only 
needs to have a deep grasp of both 
the new patterns and the legacy 
approach at all levels – logic, rules, 
and data. These elements will form 
the new services, with a view to 
establishing a fast-changing, scaling, 
and descaling ecosystem that adapts 
dynamically to meet demand.

 Harvest the power of data: Beyond 
the super-computing power pro-
vided by the cloud, there is a need 
to address current data architecture 
concerns. Integrate siloed systems 
and normalize data access; and while 
maintaining a focus on security and 
privacy, redesign data architectures 
to allow moderated and controlled 
data mining. Looking forward, data 
will be generated on a whole new 
scale and will consequently require 
enhanced business intelligence and 
analytics.

 Evolve their own core skills: The 
modern architect also has to keep 

up with the ongoing proliferation of 
architectural styles (microkernel, lay-
ered, n-tier, event-driven, microser-
vices, space-based, serverless), as 
well as the plethora of new languag-
es, cloud-native architectures, data 
architectures and security architec-
tures. Last but not least, architects 
should be embedding themself 
within development teams and iden-
tifying and championing change.
The path forward
The lessons of history are instructive. 

For instance, the deregulation of UK 
markets ushered in by the ‘Big Bang’ of 
1986 prompted a fundamental change 
in working and professional practices. 
It required a plethora of technology-
backed support mechanisms to be 
architected and developed to facilitate 
a seismic transformation. Crucially, it 
also triggered a change in the consult-
ing architect’s language and toolset, 
and a variety of enterprise architecture 
frameworks were born during this 
decade: PRISM (1986), Zachman (1987) 
and NIST (1989).

We now find ourselves in a similar 
scenario, one that is at once immensely 
dislocative yet also rich with poten-
tial. As Albert Einstein noted, “In the 
middle of difficulty, lies opportunity”. 
History has shown that there is always 
a winning path. By continuously and 
holistically assessing the readiness 
of your architecture to accommodate 
change, you will be better placed to 
identify that path – and in that context, 
modern architecture has a primary 
role to play in defining the future 

—The author is Principal Consultant  
at CAPCO

‘Just-in-time’ architecture, cultivated by new 
ways of working, has already been adopted by 
our architects and continues to be embraced
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Need For 
specialized skills 
In The Fintech 
Industry

The new dynamics of Fintech requires people with a fusion of 
different skills
By Robin Bhowmik
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Brett King, futurist and founder of 
Moven, the first mobile bank, predicted 
in his famous ‘Banking 4.0: Banking 
Everywhere, Never at a Bank’ in 2019, 
“It’s (Banking) all about the experi-
ence. Any friction that isn’t absolutely 
necessary will be eliminated from the 
technology layer. Either banks remove 
friction…or someone else will.”

This prediction is now a reality. 
Many non-financial firms are entering 
the financial services space with inno-
vative products driven by new- 
age technology and emphasizing 
customer experience. Fintech players 
have incorporated emerging technolo-
gies, such as AI-ML, cloud computing, 
blockchain, robotic process automa-
tion, etc. with financial services – 
something the traditional banks never 
tried to explore.

When this new model played a dis-
ruptive role and enhanced financial 
inclusion by reaching to unbanked/
underbanked segments of the popula-
tion, traditional lenders realized the 
significance and started widening 
their scope by either incubating a new 
financial technology wing or invest-
ing in or buying a budding Fintech 
startup. Indian banks are already 
moving towards these steps and this 
is spearheading the Fintech growth in 
the country.

 For such a hyper-personalized ser-
vice that it is going to be, employers 
are and will look out for niche talent to 
be a part of their organization. Hence, 
the specialized skills required in the 
Fintech industry are growing. Some of 
these hot roles in the Fintech space are 
discussed here.

Developers
As Fintech firms readily invest in web/

bribery, sanctions, data security, cyber 
fraud, etc. are complicated and inter-
related activities that require a focused 
study and approach. Hence, these spe-
cialists should possess a combination 
of technical knowledge, understanding 
of business processes, products and 
services and the key vulnerabilities 
targeted by financial criminals.

UI/UX designers
User-friendly design is the prime value 
proposition of Fintech offerings. Every 
organization is trying to ensure that 
the experience on the website/app for a 
customer is smooth and agreeable. UI 
and UX designers have really focused 
on creating these “customer-first” 
designs. They develop products and 
services after thorough user research, 
concept development, design, and 
prototyping before releasing a product 
to the public. Also, UI/UX designers 
need to implement their strong techni-
cal skills in this process.

Financial analysts
Financial analysts are decision-makers 
for the financial model of the company 
by compiling and analyzing global 
and national economic conditions as 
well as the figures pertaining to the 
company. They need to identify growth 
areas of the company and challenges in 
the business operations.

 The Fintech industry is one of the 
fastest growing industries despite the 
disruptions caused by the COVID-19 
outbreak across the globe. The global 
market value is likely to grow to about 
USD 310 billion by 2022 with the cre-
ation of more innovative products and 
services. As Chris Skinner, an inde-
pendent commentator on the financial 
markets and Fintech stated, “Technol-
ogy is no longer the domain of the CIO, 
CTO or CFO. It is a responsibility for 
all and digital banks to truly under-
stand that technology is business and 
business is technology.” 

—The author is Chief Business Officer, 
Manipal Global Academy of BFSI

B
mobile-based products or services, the 
developers, also called programmers, 
have now become the backbone of the 
industry. In this sector, the developers 
are expected to perform jobs in differ-
ent areas, such as Java, Python, HTML, 
C++, PHP and all other programming 
languages.

 Developers with niche skills are also 
in high demand. AI-ML developers 
are expected to create networks to give 
better services to customers, while 
blockchain professionals design the 
architecture of distributed ledgers, 
develop smart contacts, and ensure the 
security of the blockchain. 

Data analysts
These folks in the Fintech sector are 
the custodians of all the data gener-
ated from operations. It is their duty 
to make available these data sets to all 
other employees in the company. Also, 
data analysts need to provide inputs 
to improve the quality of the prod-
ucts by analyzing the existing data 
thereby offering a better experience to 
the customers. Data analysts require 
mathematical and analytical skills to 
function well. 

Financial crime specialists
These individuals are responsible for 
setting up or improving compliance, 
anti-money laundering (AML) and 
fraud controls, auditing procedures 
and revamping sanctions at financial 
institutions. Issues like corruption, 

Financial analysts are 
decision-makers for 
the financial model 
of the company 
by compiling and 
analyzing global and 
national economic 
conditions as well as 
the company 
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healthcare sector And 
security Concerns

As healthcare organizations transition to electronic record 
keeping and deploy more online services, health records are 
increasingly vulnerable to digital theft
By Nikhil Taneja

h Healthcare providers require applications and online 
services to streamline processes, manage patient data 
and cut costs. The growth of online services and web-
based content introduces new challenges, including 
managing and securing large volumes of patient data 
and 24×7 access to critical applications to ensure a 
quality experience for users.

As healthcare organizations transition to electronic 

record keeping and deploy more online services, 
health records are increasingly vulnerable to digi-
tal theft. Healthcare records are highly valuable to 
cybercriminals because of the types of data they 
contain, including insurance information, payment 
details, addresses, etc. Everything that a cyber-
criminal requires to obtain a bank loan, commit tax 
fraud or send fake bills to insurance companies is 
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contained in medical records. A Global Application 
and Network Security Report shows that the top two 
healthcare security concerns are data security and 
service and application availability.

Sensitive Data Protection
October 2019 was the worst month for healthcare 
data breaches since the Office for Civil Rights began 
listing breaches on its website in 2009, according 
to the 2019 HIPAA Journal. Data breaches are still 
occurring more than once a day, with the average 
breach size increasing by 30.1% to 18,208 records in 
November 2019.

As per a Global Application and Network Security 
Report, 36% of healthcare respondents stated that 
they experienced daily/weekly cyberattacks in 2019.

The healthcare industry is relatively unprepared to 
keep data secure. It struggles with understanding the 
existing threat landscape while staying ahead of new 
threats. For example, the FDA issued new guidelines 
in 2018 for data security in medical devices. Medical 
devices, ranging from health applications on a smart-
phone to insulin pumps, are increasingly network-
connected, creating new security vulnerabilities. 

Healthcare industry began migrating to public 
cloud environments with non-critical workloads. 
Having seen that the benefits outweigh the risks, it 
has now begun migrating mission-critical infrastruc-
ture to reduce costs and transform operations while 
providing higher levels of service and engagement.

Based on the aforementioned report, one-third of 
healthcare respondents reported web and application 
intrusions as the top cloud computing concerns, fol-
lowed by credential threat and malware.

Staying Open for Business
Healthcare providers depend on websites and online 

services. Their networks and applications must 
be available 24×7 to allow patients and healthcare 
professionals to access resources. Healthcare respon-
dents to the aforementioned Radware report indi-
cated that the most frequent attacks were malware 
and bots, social engineering and DDoS attacks. More 
than 40% reported productivity/operational loss, fol-
lowed by negative customer experience and intellec-
tual property loss due to attacks. The global wearable 
medical devices market is expected to surpass USD 
29 billion by 2026, according to Transparency Mar-
ket Research (TMR). The rapid adoption of wearable 
healthcare technology has been driven by a growing 
population of diabetics and wellness enthusiasts 
interested in tracking health metrics, per the report.

Concerns about data privacy and security are 
impacting this growth. IoT devices don’t have built-in 
security and wearable equipment manufacturers are 
focused on data collection and price sensitivity for 
production and sales. Service providers, who have 
to defend their own networks from threats launched 
from IoT devices, could potentially offer a managed 
network service to defend enterprises from attacks.

Viable Solutions
Healthcare providers face many operational and 
security challenges, and should consider the follow-
ing capabilities when choosing a security solution:

 A Web Application Firewall (WAF) solution that 
uses a positive security model and machine learn-
ing algorithms to provide adaptive defense against 
the OWASP Top 10 and other threats.

 The ability to identify exposed assets and remove 
excessive permissions, detect misconfiguration 
issues and detect and defend against data breaches.

 Behavioral-based hybrid attack mitigation, com-
bining on-premise detection and mitigation with 
cloud-based volumetric attack scrubbing.

 Keyless SSL attack protection, which defends 
against encrypted attacks without adding latency 
and impacting legitimate traffic 

—The author is Vice President & Managing Director - India, 
SAARC, Middle East & GSI at Radware
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sMBs Must Exploit 
Disruptive Cloud 
Capabilities To 
Navigate Tough 
External Conditions

SMBs must patiently tread the Cloud journey, taking it slow in 
the first phase to adjust to the changes of Cloud environment 
while establishing best practices
By Balaka Baruah Aggarwal
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Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs) play a  
critical role in Indian economy, contributing 34% of 
the GDP and employing 21% of the country’s work-
force, second only to agriculture. More importantly 
SMBs are closely integrated in a complex ecosystem 
supporting large industries with vital goods and ser-
vices and providing sustenance and employment to 
a large number of semi-skilled people in tier two and 
three cities.

Yet this sector has been the hardest hit during the 
pandemic with GDP contribution expected to slide 
to 28% during this fiscal. Across sectors that include 
automotive, healthcare, manufacturing, entertain-
ment, travel & tourism, the segment is expected to 
accrue an average estimated loss of 10% to 40%. 
Recognizing this, the Government has announced 
several initiatives including releasing pending pay-
ments and other fiscal incentives.

But the big question now is how to effect the turn-
around with limited resources, slack demand and 
uncertain business conditions. How can the sector 
cut costs, yet remain competitive to survive the pan-
demic? Industry experts believe that only Cloud-led 
digital transformation will see SMBs through this 
tough phase, and subsequently raise the game by 
exploiting the disruptive capabilities of Cloud.

According to a report by NASSCOM on Cloud 
adoption amongst SMBs in India, although a large 
number have embarked on the Cloud journey (60%), 
only a small fraction (4%) have mature practices with 
well-defined strategy, large workloads and enter-
prise-wide best practices.

In a panel discussion during the unveiling of the 
report, experts provided interesting perspectives 
about Cloud adoption. Businesses achieve game-

changing capabilities when deployment becomes 
Cloud-native. This means simply moving workloads 
to the Cloud will deliver limited benefits, such as  
saving on upfront investment costs, faster deploy-
ment, high uptime and scalability. But the real 
benefits of Cloud that enables data analytics; deep 
learning and predictive insights to facilitate real-time 
decision-making along with benefits, such as contin-
uous innovations with serverless and micro-services 
architectures take place only in the advanced stage of 
Cloud adoption.

SMBs must patiently tread the Cloud journey, tak-
ing it slow in the first phase to adjust to the changes of 
Cloud environment while establishing best practices. 
Speaking about the migration of MakeMyTrip to 
AWS Cloud, Aman Aggarwal, To The New, a Cloud 
services company, says, “Initially we focused on 
successful migration, considering AWS as the third 
data center after which we looked at leveraging other 
Cloud benefits.”

One of the most compelling drivers for digital 
transformation amongst SMBs is the extraordinary 
external conditions which have resulted in behav-
ioral changes. Social distancing and business impera-
tive to cut down on workforce has given rise to a 
culture of self-service. DIY which has been popular 
in developed economies will become a norm in India 
as both customers and service providers will seek 
to complete tasks via self-help tools. Says Gurprit 
Singh, Founder & Director, Umbrella Infocare, AWS 
premier partner, “Going forward, product design 
approaches will drastically change to enable users to 
service basic things. Product vendors will monitor 
via IoT enablement call customers to remind custom-
ers and guide them to do basic maintenance.” 

Digital transformation is inevitable and Umbrella 
customers, such as Dr Lal PathLabs and House Diag-
nostics who have embraced Cloud were far better off 
managing pandemic-related challenges compared to 
customers who have delayed the journey.

The beauty of Cloud is that SMBs can leverage 
multi-Cloud strategy to stich a best-of-breed deploy-
ment aligned with specific business requirements, 
storing data in one Cloud and harnessing a better 
equipped ecosystem of services in another Cloud 
environment. Ram Narasimhan, Head - AI and Cog-
nitive Services at Xebia says SMBs must develop a 
roadmap focusing on low hanging fruits to migrate 
applications at end of life or business units which 
require a change before taking on complex activities. 
But to seize the gold hidden in the Cloud, SMBs must 
exploit automation, knowledge search, cognitive ser-
vices, etc.  

s

Social distancing and business 
imperative to cut down on workforce 
has given rise to a culture of self-
service. DIY which has been popular 
in developed economies will become a 
norm in India
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Technology 
Facilitates healthcare 
Delivery For Non-
COVID Patients

Healthcare providers are adopting technology including 
telemedicine, collaboration platforms and mobile apps to 
deliver acute, chronic, primary and specialty care
By Balaka Baruah Aggarwal
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Notwithstanding the burden of COVID-19  
virus infected patients, healthcare providers are  
now recouping and bracing for the long haul to 
deliver care for non-COVID patients using digital 
technologies. Patients afflicted with life-threatening 
diseases, such as cancer, heart diseases, diabetics  
and hypertension require regular health checks  
and follow-up care which has been neglected due 
to pandemic pushing up the excess mortality rates 
across countries.

Excess mortality is a term used in epidemiology 
and public health to refer to the number of deaths 
from all causes during a crisis compared to normal 
times and it is a more comprehensive measure of the 
total impact of the pandemic. The US has recorded 
73 excess deaths per 100,000 people between March 
and August, Britain registered 96 and Spain 94 
excess deaths per 100,000 during March and Sep-
tember, according to analysis done by the Economist. 
Although data on excess death is not available for 
India, Mumbai registered 13,000 deaths between 
March and July this year compared to last year, of 
which 6,395 casualties were due to COVID-19, accord-
ing to Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation.   

Healthcare providers are responding to the crisis 
by adopting technology including telemedicine, 
collaboration platforms and mobile apps to deliver 
acute, chronic, primary and specialty care while 
minimizing exposure to the virus. Apollo TeleHealth 
Foundation has reportedly seen a 300% growth in 
demand for its services since the government pro-
vided guidelines for telemedicine practices when the 
lockdown was announced.

While telemedicine is not new, traditionally health-
care sector operates on a high ‘touch’ dynamics and 
adoption of telemedicine and virtual consultation 
was relatively slow. However, much of that resistance 
melted during the lockdown as care and supervision 
had to continue and healthcare systems have had 
to adjust the way they triage, evaluate, and care for 
patients using methods that do not rely on in-person 
services.

Thanks to the ongoing digitalization initiatives, 
large hospitals including Manipal Group, HCG 
Cancer Hospital, Medicity Hospitals and Apollo 
could bounce back with minimum disruption. As 

a provider focused on Oncology patient care, it was 
imperative for HCG to improvize and ensure busi-
ness continuity. The right investments prior to the 
pandemic—which saw the ERP and Hospital Man-
agement System across 25 hospitals in the Cloud—
enabled the organization to get its act in place within 
a week and continue to serve patients unhindered.

“Specializing in cancer care, we had to keep opera-
tions up and running. The robust integrations  
with our enterprise systems wherein all patient data 
was readily available we could continue the care 
delivery using virtual consultation apps and collabo-
ration platforms,” says Madhavi Kanumoory, CIO of 
HCG Hospitals.

At Manipal Hospitals, patient data is captured 
electronically at the point of care and uploaded to the 
corporate data center from which doctors can access 
patient records and monitor patients remotely. The 
hospital’s mobile app which is integrated with the 
HIS system has seen a huge uptake since the pan-
demic and virtual consultations are ensuring contin-
ued services in patient care.

Says Nandkishor Dhomne, CIO, Manipal Hospi-
tals, “Patients are able to access the hospital system 
and book appointments, take consultation and order 
medicines from the app which are delivered to the 
patient at home. So far we have delivered more than 
15,000 virtual consultations.”

The new wave of digital adoption has enabled 
Manipal Hospitals to even launch some new virtual 
initiatives such as accessing IBM Watson for Oncol-
ogy wherein patients can get a second opinion on the 
line of cancer treatment. 

Facilitated by its One Apollo system which com-
prises 20 million patient data, Apollo Hospitals uses 
its telemedicine platform to deliver continuous care 
to transplant patients and those suffering from can-
cer, diabetics and hypertension.

Medanta has an integrated telemedicine app 
through which patients can book consultations, 
receive prescriptions and patient records are stored 
in the hospital system. Integrated across depart-
ments, doctors access patient records for consulta-
tions and radiologists file reports online remotely. 
Equipped with various payment options, the app 
works across multiple platforms 

N
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Businesses survive 
Increased Phishing 
Attacks During 
COVID Times

Corporate security has stepped up phishing related monitoring 
and awareness activities to counter the threat
By Balaka Baruah Aggarwal
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h
Hackers looking for opportunities to ingress into 
organizations have found COVID-19 an ideal hook 
to exploit by tapping into the human emotions of 
fear, anxiety and uncertainty. Phishing attacks using 
COVID-19 as a catch are growing rapidly and getting 
more sophisticated.

Experts managing corporate security corroborate 
this threat. Says Rahul Chandak, CISO at Grasim 
Industries, Aditya Birla Group, “We have witnessed 
a significant growth in the number of COVID-related 
phishing attacks during the lockdown. The situation 
is alarming as it is a challenge for employees to distin-
guish between a genuine email related to COVID-19 
from a spear attack.”

According to a report by Barracuda, a technology 
provider of security, networking and storage services, 
there has been a steady increase in the number of 
COVID-19 related spear-phishing attacks since Janu-
ary which shot up by 667% from end of February to 
March. Between March 1 and March 23, Barracuda 
researchers detected 467,825 spear phishing email 
attacks, and 9,116 of those detections were related to 
COVID-19, representing about 2% of attacks.

In mid-June, the India’s cyber security nodal agency, 
CERT-In had issued advisory warnings to look out for 
large-scale attacks against individuals and businesses 
using the Coronavirus as a lure to distribute malware, 
steal credentials, and scam users out of money. The 
potential phishing attacks could impersonate govern-
ment agencies, departments and trade bodies that 
have been tasked to oversee disbursement of govern-
ment fiscal aid.

The advisory outlined steps for protection that 
warned against opening attachments in unsolicited 
emails; urged extensive use of encryption, anti-virus 
tools, firewalls and filtering services and report 
unusual activity or attack to CERT-In.

Corporate security has stepped up phishing related 
monitoring and awareness activities to counter the 
threat. This includes education campaigns on digi-
tal platforms, trainings and discussions via virtual 
meetings followed by simulation exercises wherein 
employees are asked to distinguish between spear 
attacks and genuine emails from the company.

Companies are also deploying anti-phishing email 
tools to meticulously watch out for email domains, 
and missing headers and then attaching a cautionary 

alert for suspicious emails. These measures along 
with security best practices such as installing corpo-
rate antivirus on personal devices, restricting access 
to corporate networks via VPNs have so far enabled 
companies to thwart phishing attacks.

Says Gurprit Singh Grewal, DGM and ISO, IDBI 
Bank, “Our security team is painstakingly examin-
ing and reviewing emails to identify and isolate spear 
attacks, validate rules and update them and initiating 
refresher sessions with employees more frequently.”

As a financial services organization, IDBI Bank is 
vulnerability to spear attacks and often senior execu-
tives with privileged information are targeted with 
emails sanctioning unauthorized transactions. There-
fore, IDBI used to conduct regular sessions at zonal 
offices and hold orientation sessions for freshers, 
which is now being replaced with digital interactions 
followed by simulated exercises wherein users are 
taught to recognize phishing emails.

According to a widely acclaimed research by Pro-
fessor Matthew L. Jensen, University of Okhlahama, 
Professor Michael Dinger, University of South Caroli-
na, Upstate and Professor Ryan T. Wright, University 
of Virginia, phishing attacks can be successfully miti-
gated by using mindfulness techniques as opposed to 
rule-based training.

The research pointed out the inadequacy of rule-
based training wherein employees become compla-
cent after having completed the training as a routine, 
letting down the defences to become a victim of phish-
ing attack.

The mindfulness approach advocates individuals 
to be attentive during evaluating messages, increase 
awareness of context, and become cautious of sus-
picious messages. These techniques are critical to 
detecting phishing attacks in organizational settings 
but are unaddressed in rule-based instructional 
trainings 

Companies are also deploying 
anti-phishing email tools to 
meticulously watch out for email 
domains, and missing headers and 
then attaching a cautionary alert 
for suspicious emails to thwart 
phishing attacks
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how Digital 
Transformation Is 
saving The Day 
For good Earth

The sustainable luxury brand has not just built in better 
resilience but has managed to gain customer insights 
continuously and build that into business strategy
By Balaka Baruah Aggarwal
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Good Earth—a premier brand offering clothes and 
lifestyle goods with physical and online stores—was 
able to offset the disruption caused by COVID-19 
with more than 100% increase in its digital business. 
As a design studio, the physical stores are critical 
to its omnichannel strategy to deliver an exclusive 
customer experience by enabling look and feel of arti-
facts, clothes and other household items.

However, as the pandemic caused a steep down-
fall in customer footfall, the business stepped up 
its online initiatives and focused on tighter integra-
tion of the omnichannel experience. This included 
an increase in customer engagement activities by 
making personal offers to individual clients and 
promoting voucher redemption across any platform; 
enabling to order online and pick up from stores; and 
place in-store orders for any item if it is available in 
the central inventory.

These initiatives coupled with closely observing the 
digital footprint of customers have enabled to deliver 
a customized experience and ramp up sales. Digital 
also enabled to design a highly effective loyalty pro-
gram by continuously monitoring customer behavior 
and browsing habits to create a seamless experience 
across channels and make appropriate offers at the 
touch point.

One of the outcomes of observing customer journey 
was to enhance the mobile experience with progres-
sive web app as 90% of traffic emanate from mobile 
and 82% checkouts take place from mobile. Speaking 
about the efforts to enhance the customer journey 
Dinesh Joshi, CIO, Good Earth says, “Digital is deeply 
integrated into our business strategy as it enables to 
study the customer experience at every touchpoint 
with data capture. This provides insights to personal-
ize subsequent engagements, provide better recom-
mendations and enhance search capabilities.”  

Delivering a good search experience is important 
as it drives around 10% revenue and the company 
wants to boost its search-driven revenue with 

g
machine learning to make search and recommenda-
tion engines more accurate.  

Adversity Triggers Digital 
Transformation Journey
The 24-year-old company—with a turnover  
touching INR 200 crore and stores across Indian  
cities—embarked on the transformation journey  
several years ago when its website crashed during 
a sale. The company had promptly moved its web 
application to AWS and had resumed operations 
within hours.

Since then, the company has meticulously honed 
the Cloud journey adopting Cloud-native tech-
nologies including DevOps and containerization to 
continuously delight the customer with innovative 
features. As luck would have been, the company had 
completed migrating its Microsoft Navision ERP 
workload to AWS Cloud just before the Covid pan-
demic which has facilitated digital innovations in the 
wake of restrictions.

A major benefit of the Cloud journey has been in 
accessing low-cost storage. Working with craftsmen 
and artisans across the country, the design store 
generates tons of designs which are business-critical 
and require hot and cold storage facilities. AWS S3 
and AWS Glacier offers differential storage capabili-
ties enabling Good Earth to store 55-60TB of data at 
extremely low cost.

Digital has empowered the IT team to consistently 
deliver high performance with visibility into opera-
tions and enhanced security. More importantly, it 
empowers operations with the ability to loop the 
learnings from tracing the customer journey into 
business strategy. Says Joshi, “The performance 
dashboard gives insights into every aspect of opera-
tions—speed of page load, time taken to return que-
ries from database, knowing at which stage customer 
abandoned the purchase decision—equips us with 
insights to take preventive measures.” 

One of the outcomes of observing customer 
journey was to enhance the mobile experience 
with progressive web app as 90% of traffic 
emanate from mobile and 82% checkouts take 
place from mobile
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The DishTV story 
Of Overcoming The 
Pandemic
This is the tale of a business that not only survived but 
thrived during the pandemic by entertaining the population 
and making the stay at home pleasant and bearable
By Balaka Baruah Aggarwal
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As Coronavirus pandemic continues to hold sway 
over our lives, cheerful news about how businesses 
fought back and won are igniting sparks of hope and 
positivity. This is the tale of a business that not only 
survived but thrived during the pandemic by enter-
taining the population and making the stay at home 
pleasant and bearable.

Fearing a lockdown, the IT department had carried 
out drills of business continuity by operating with 
a skeletal team, so when the announcement came, 
the organization was not entirely caught offguard, 
although the entire chain of operations was not in 
place and therefore a lot of solutions entailed think-
ing off the hat.

The frenzy of calls for help increased as more 
people tuned in and subscriber base shot up. DishTV 
witnessed a 50% surge in content consumption, add-
ing an unprecedented one million new subscribers 
during the first month of the lockdown, bringing 
total subscriber base to more than three million. The 
duration of time viewers spent on its OTT platform, 
Watcho, also spiked during March 2020.

With call centers closed and pressure to keep  
operations running to meet customer demand, the 
company had to develop a mechanism to enable 
agents to work from home. Therefore calls from the 
subscriber management system (SMS)—which also 
handles the call centre’s call management, agent 
management and service ticket management—were 
diverted to mobile phones of agents across the coun-
try and access to the SMS system was enabled, so 
agents could function remotely.

Within two days of lockdown, the team had remod-
eled operations on a trial basis and after two weeks it 
became a full-featured platform, offering all kinds of 
customer support. 

The bigger challenge was to ensure that networks 
of telecom operators were always available. Speak-
ing about the solution, Abhishek Gupta, VP - IT at 
DishTV says, “We had to do things differently as 
traditional approach would have been slow. So, we 
designed a small box, inserted SIM cards of mobile 
operators and developed software which constantly 
kept dialing the lines of operators and automati-
cally re-routed calls when a network problem was 
detected.”

Soon after, the company also launched a chatbot 
called D2H Intelligent Assistant (DIA) using the 
latest Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology for its 
customers. DIA is a one-stop solution to solve service 
queries through an automated assistant in real-time, 
using a conversational mode to process user requests 
and queries 24X7, leveraging AI and Deep Learning.

“This is a big achievement given that teams were 
working remotely, and conceptualizing, developing 
and implementing the chatbot within a short time 
requires a great deal of coordination and collabora-
tion,” says Gupta.

Other initiatives launched during the lockdown 
included ‘PayLater’ wherein customers can call up 
DishTV or give a missed call to avail extended view-
ing period. At the same time, integration with UPI, 
BharatPe and other digital platforms pushed the 
adoption of digital payments.

Much of the agility can be attributed to the digital 
transformation DishTV embarked years ago when 
the company acquired Videocon d2H and had to 
integrate disparate systems. The integration was 
facilitated by the in-house IT team of 250 members 
working closely with businesses to provide a differ-
entiated customer experience. Benchmarked against 
international standards, such as ISO 7001, CMM, 
the IT team adheres to ITIL processes, and holds the 
distinction of being the first media company in the 
world to be appraised at CMM Level-5 

A

Much of the agility can be attributed 
to the digital transformation DishTV 
embarked years ago when the 
company acquired Videocon d2H and 
had to integrate disparate systems, 
facilitated by the in-house IT team
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IT spending In 
India To grow 6% 
In 2021: gartner
IT spending in India in 2020 is expected to total USD 79.3 
billion, down 8.4% from 2019
By CIO&Leader
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IT spending in India will total USD 81.9 billion in 
2021, an increase of 6% from 2020, according to Gart-
ner. IT spending in 2020 is expected to total USD 79.3 
billion, down 8.4% from 2019.

“The COVID-19 pandemic stalled many digital 
transformation projects for Indian enterprises, main-
ly because of the market uncertainties and reduced 
cash flows,” said Arup Roy, research vice president 
at Gartner. “Organizations that were digitally sound 
in a pre-pandemic world could contain the impact on 
their business. The pandemic situation was a wake-
up call for many organizations to relook and revive 
their IT strategies and increase their spending on IT 
in 2021.”

In 2020, the devices and data center systems seg-
ments experienced the steepest declines, as spend-
ing dropped 26% and 1.2%, respectively (see Table). 
Contrary to other markets where spending declined 
across all segments, CIOs in India continued to spend 
on enterprise software, IT services and communica-
tion services in 2020.These segments are expected to 
grow 7%, 3.7% and 4.9%, respectively.

In 2021, IT spending growth will return as CIOs 
start positioning IT as not just a growth enabler, but a 

‘survival necessary’ strategy. While all segments will 
experience an increase in spending, the enterprise 
software segment will achieve the highest growth of 
13.6%, followed by data center systems at 8.3%.

“The ‘Digital India’ mission will turn a new leaf in 
2021 as enterprises across all sectors start spending 
more on IT. The pandemic provided an opportunity 
for Indian CIOs to test long-pending projects such 
as remote working, which delivered on-promise for 
many enterprises and helped them stay afloat in the 
most testing times,” said Roy. “The success of these 
digital innovations has brought back the focus on 
investments in IT.”

In 2021, the focus of IT spending will be in becom-
ing a true digital business. CIOs in India will direct 
their IT spending budgets towards accelerating 
digitization efforts. Spending is expected to increase 
on technologies including advanced analytical solu-
tions, access management, encryption software, 
desktop as a service, cloud, and hyperautomation 
enabling systems. IT solutions such as Robotic Pro-
cess Automation (RPA), Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
Machine Learning (ML), and digital commerce will 
also experience an increase in spending 

I
In 2021, IT spending growth will return as 
CIOs start positioning IT as not just a growth 
enabler, but a ‘survival necessary’ strategy...the 
enterprise software segment will achieve the 
highest growth of 13.6%

Table: India IT Spending Forecast (Millions of U.S. Dollars)

Source: Gartner (November 2020)
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